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THE INNOVATIVE SOPHIA STARLIGHT ACCELERATOR The key to an incredible gameplay experience is
a powerful dream engine that is easy to learn and hard to master. Available on all platforms,
Starlight accelerators feature the compatibility and functionality required to smoothly create a
seamless and stable gameplay experience, while providing a dream engine with an intuitive control
system, to minimize players’ burden and help them practice and enjoy the game as soon as possible.
Starlight accelerators are provided as a free update and as a paid DLC and can be purchased
through the in-game shop (Game) or acquired through the official website of the game (Life)
STARLIGHT-X FACTORY 1 A premium item that has been added to the in-game shop, the Starlight-X
Factory 1 is a new type of server that the player can use to create an incredible world of content
within a short period of time. Starlight accelerators can also be purchased for a certain amount of
Coins at the Starlight-X Factory. In addition to these options, coins can be purchased through the ingame shop (Game) [CONDITIONS OF USE] SOPHIA STARLIGHT ACCELERATOR Starlight-X Factory 1
MAIN FEATURES WHAT'S NEW STARLIGHT ACCELERATOR [Modification Details] CHARACTER
SELECTION - Customizable Character Selection Screen - Freely switch between your major,
intermediate, and minor classifications with the use of the Customized Character Selection Screen.
(Current) CLASS (CLASSES) - Changes from the normal Classifications of the Classes - Classes of your
major, intermediate, and minor classifications can be freely customized. The changes from the
normal Classifications will be reflected in the Class Grid. (Current)
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Features Key:
Enter a world full of outstanding landscapes and incredible monsters.
Unique combat system that is affected by the character
Energized by the power of the Ring, you defeat enemies by striking them with Ring energy and can
freely perform combinations to quickly defeat enemies.
Customization and equipment that can be freely upgraded to create your own combat method.

In-Game Screenshots:
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